Dalian
a beautiful seacoast city

Welcome you!

Ⅰ. Scenic Spots
·Xinghai Square
Xinghai square is a landmark of the city. It
has beautiful sea view and charming night
view.
The whole square is oval shape, running
through the square north and south of the
central avenue green grass on both sides,
navigation beacon stone pillar lights line to
the sea.In the center of the square, the red
marble is engraved with 24 solar terms and
12 zodiac animals.At the south end of the
square, there is also a huge city sculpture.

Ⅰ. Scenic Spots
·Dalian Fisherman's Wharf
Fisherman's wharf is located in tiger beach
fishing port on the east side of the Ocean
Park of tiger beach. It is adjacent to binhai
road in the north and yellow sea in the
south.The fisherman's wharf has a
coastline of 1.7 kilometers. There are
natural beaches on the west and southeast
corner. On the south side, there is a pier
about 280 meters long.It has many
romantic cafes and restaurants, and is a
favorite gathering place for young people.

Ⅰ. Scenic Spots
·Civic island
Also known as the bama island hotel
attractions, bama island beach, hotel villas
and isolated on the sea, such as bama
island attractions.It has the purest water
and the cleanest beaches in downtown
dalian, and the coastal scenery is quite
charming. It is a famous leisure resort.At
the entrance of the beach, you can see the
large stone inscribed by chairman MAO
with the name "bama island". In the sea
more than 400 meters across from the
beach, there stands a small isolated
island.With the beach facing east, the
island of tree tree is beautiful against the
morning glow and is a favorite of
photographers.

Ⅰ. Scenic Spots
·Dalian east port music fountain
Music fountain plaza in donggang business
district is a landmark square in donggang
business district and even dalian city.Installed
around 10 square root 30 meters long-range
high lamp, around the fountain installed 16
pillars of lights, surrounded by stereo inside
688 nozzle and 2772 light of underwater lights,
design of 10 kinds of independent type water,
into the charm of spring, summer night, the
dream of sentiment of autumn and winter four
chapters, each chapter frequency square
formation are mainly of blossoming lotus, the
vast sea of clouds, sea gull wing, flowering
time, a variety of forms such as fire and water
fog, recent, water column can be up to 80
meters, the highest increase the fountain
deprive a person of great courage;

Ⅰ. Scenic Spots
·Lushun port
Lushun military port is located at the southwest
end of liaodong peninsula and the southern
foot of baiyu mountain.The military port of
lushun is surrounded by mountains. At ordinary
times, there are many warships berthed in the
port.Lushun military port was built in the qing
dynasty. In the late qing dynasty, the qing
government ordered beiyang minister li
hongzhang to set up the beiyang Marine
division and operate lushun port.Lushun's
military port has an excellent geographical
position and is a natural port that is easy to
defend and difficult to attack. In those days,
Japanese and Russian colonists fought for it
many times.During the sino-japanese war of
1894, the port of lushun was occupied by
Japanese aggressors. In the following
decades, it was occupied by Japan and Russia
respectively.

Ⅰ. Scenic Spots
·Dalian cross-sea bridge
Dalian south binhai avenue cross - sea
bridge, namely dalian xinghai bay cross sea bridge.China's first offshore anchor
suspension cable bridge.The whole bridge
adopts the "single-element multidirectional
displacement expansion device".The
middle section of the bridge will have
sidewalks on both sides of the north and
south, and will be separated from the
roadway.At the same time, as the bridge is
two floors up and down, there will be steel
escalators on the two floors to facilitate the
bridge maintenance and personnel
passing through.

Ⅰ. Scenic Spots
·Dalian st. Asia ocean world
Located in xinghai bay of dalian, dalian
shengya Marine world is famous for its
spectacular Marine animal performances
and 118-meter long submarine
passage.There are many unique fish, coral
and polar animals in the museum, and the
combination of high technology to imitate
the seabed and the polar situation makes
the tourists immerse themselves, which is
a veritable underwater and polar paradise.

Ⅰ. Scenic Spots
·Golden Pebble Beach
Golden Pebble Beach national tourism
resort is one of the four pioneer areas for
dalian to open to the outside world. It is
composed of the open hinterland and
bathing area between the eastern
peninsula, the western peninsula and the
two peninsulas.Rocks from the sinian
period, which began 600 million years ago,
are scattered along 13 miles of coastline in
various forms and are known by the
world's geologists as the "museum of
natural geology" and "shenli sculpture
park", with a coastline of 30 kilometers.

Ⅰ. Scenic Spots
·Dalian forest zoo
Dalian forest zoo is located in the baiyun
mountain scenic area in the southern part
of the city, which is adjacent to the
mountains and the sea. The park can not
only see hundreds of birds, reptiles and
other animals in captivity, but also all kinds
of wild animals and large herbivore
animals. The park is also popular with
tourists for its fun performances of flying
geese, Asian elephant performances, seal
performances, black bear boxing and
chimpanzee humor.There is also a tropical
rain forest museum, where you can see
more than 100 kinds of rainforest plants,
as well as four major scenic spots: tropical
rain forest, desert landscape, tropical fruit
trees, people and nature.

Ⅰ. Scenic Spots
·Dalian Discover Land
Dalian haichang discovery kingdom theme park
is located in the jinshitan national tourism resort,
which is a theme park built around the lake.The
park boasts a number of large entertainment
facilities, including the most exciting cobra
roller coaster, live reality shows, floats and
fireworks at night.The park is divided into seven
themed areas: crazy town, mysterious desert,
metal factory, magic forest, legend castle,
wedding hall and American street.In addition to
the "wedding hall", the other six theme areas in
the park have special souvenir shops and
restaurants for tourists to rest and shopping,
which is more expensive than the scenic
area.Please watch all the performances in the
theme area in advance.

Ⅱ. Foot & Festival
·Dalian International Beer
Festival
Dalian international beer festival, jointly
sponsored by China light industry federation
and dalian municipal people's government.It is
an industry event gathering famous beer
brands at home and abroad. It is the national
beer festival with the largest scale in China, the
largest number of wine merchants and the
most complete beer brands.Ginseng festival
wine merchants from Germany, the United
States, Russia, Czech republic, Korea, Japan,
Taiwan and other countries and regions, more
than 30 Chinese and foreign beer groups
annually carry more than 400 brands for display,
attracting more than 2 million domestic and
foreign tourists to enjoy the wine feast.

Time：
July 26 - August 6
9:00-22:50

Ⅱ. Foot & Festival
·Dalian Seafood recommendation
a. 万宝海鲜舫

Ⅱ. Foot & Festival
·Dalian Seafood recommendation
b. 品海楼

Ⅱ. Foot & Festival
·Dalian Seafood recommendation
c. 海味当家

Da Lian
Have a good time
Dalian

Welcome you!
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